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Bologna, the Grand Hotel Majestic becomes Virtuoso

The Grand Hotel Majestic already know as

"Baglioni", a 5 star luxury facility situated in the

main center of Bologna, becomes part of the

network Virtuoso. The international circuit of

Virtuoso Hotel & Resort accepts only 5 star or 4

star deluxe hotels.

In fact, the Bolognese structure - which is also

member of the Leading Hotels of the World - is a

tribute to style and sophistication. A few steps

away from museums, theatres, galleries and only

300 meters away from Piazza Maggiore, the

hotel is set in an 18th century palazzo. Within its interiors have been conserved original historic paintings,

finely levigated marbles and mosaics. The rooms are 109, in a classic Venetian style and in a 19th century

French style, to which have been added precious suites. Although all the accomodations have been

decorated with antique furniture, are equipped with very modern technologies.

Just as scenographic is the hotel's restuarant, "I Caracci", hosted in a 15th century salon connected to

the hotel at the beginning of the 20th century, with 70 places; more intimate is the Enoteca Morandi, set

up in what once used to be the cellar, where one can organise guided food or wine tasting for small groups.

With its elegance it is the perfect framework even for the highest level luxury events: the meeting rooms,

thanks to a recent refurbishment, are seven, 3 of which are historic. They can host up till 120 seated

people, are lit with natural light and offer an avantguarde technical set-up. Moreover, to complete the offer

is an external hall next to the Hotel, the ex Filippini Oratory, with a maximum capacity of 240 seated

places. The next appointment is for the 20th March, when the hotel bar will be named after Filippo Tommasi

Marinetti, father of Italian Futurism with a whole night of celebrations.
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